
I or no berm flow, this more flexible approach to channel 
management is no longer a viable option. The channel edges are 

1 well defined by the entrenchment itself, and the channel 
boundary can no longer be easily varied by the' river. At the 
same time groyne works are more difficult to construct, and 

I 
tree vegetation is more difficult to establish and less 
effective in restraining bank erosion. On the berms the 
groundwater levels are deeper, while the root mass is 
relatively high compared to channel bed levels and scour 
depths. 

I 4 PROTECTION WORKS 

4.1 Scour 

The energy available from the variable flow regime is expended 
on the transporting of material down the river. This 
transportation takes place through a continual picking up and 
depositing of material, with both bank erosion and accumulation 
and bed scouring and reforming taking place. The general scour 
that recurs during flood events can be estimated by using 
empirically derived formulae. In this study two formulae have 
been used, as given in Appendix B. 

The required channel and flow characteristics (of width, depth, 
area, velocity and flow) have been obtained from the hydraulic 
modelling of specific flood flows, carried out by the 
Wellington Regional Council. In this modelling the surveyed 
cross-sections were taken as a fixed bed representation of the 
river channel, and the flow conditions for a steady flow were 
calculated by an iteration process. There is then some 
variability in the calculated flow depths and velocities due to 
the calculation method of the modelling, while in reality the 
scouring that takes place will give rise to an adjustment in 
flow depths and velocities to give more consistent flow 
conditions. 

The general scour depth (as assessed in this study) is the 
maximum depth of the bed of the river below water level that 
may occur at some time during a flood event, with a given peak 
flow, due to the variations in bed levels that arise from the 
normal processes of bed material transportation. The area of 
the bed that is deeply scoured is usually quite small and can 
vary from flood to flood depending on the particular flow 
pattern of each event. Where there is a relative constriction 
in the river channel, for instance where bridge abutments 
extend into the channel, a general scouring of the bed can take 
place over a considerable length of the channel. A general 
lowering of the whole bed of the river by scouring can, though, 
only take place along the lowest reach of the river, where bed 
material can be exported through the river mouth to a large 
receiving body of water. 

A s&hring out of the lower reaches from about Ewen Bridge 
appears to have occurred in 1955, with very deep channel bed 
lowering being recorded at Ava Bridge. A medium sized flood 
event occurred in 1955, but why such a large amount of bed 
scouring should have occurred during this flood with only a 
gradql recovery in bed levels is not known. There is little 



information available about this flood event. The water level 
recorder plots do, however, show that a series of four floods 
of progressively larger flow peaks occurred one day after the 
other from 17 to 20 February. This sequence of flood events 
may have caused a progressive lowering of the bed of the river 
along its lower (tidal) reach because there was no time for pa 
recovery and settling down of the bed material between the 
events. 

An additional deepening of the bed can occur around significant 
obstructions within the river channel, such as groyne heads and 
bridge piers. Then a local scouring must be added to any 
general scour to obtain the total possible lowering of the 
river bed. 

Judgement must be exercised in deciding what general scour 
depths to take for design purposes, given the variation in 
calculated depths of the different formulae applied in 
different ways, and using parameter values derived from 
hydraulic modelling. The interaction of the scouring itself on 
the parameter values must be considered, and whether the 
variation in scour depths calculated at different cross- 
sections reflects a likely real variation in scouring along the 
channel, or just a range of possible scour depths, must be 
decided. 

General scour depths have been calculated for a selected set of 
cross-sections from the hydraulic modelling of estimated 2, 10 
and 100 year return period flood flows. The results using the 
central channel flow only are given in Tables 4 to 6. The NZ 
Railways formula uses a flood level rise factor and this 
formula is not applicable to tidal reaches. Along the lower 
reaches there is a rapid reduction in the size of the bed 
material, and the Maza & Echavarria formula gives an indication 
of the increase in general scour depths that could take place 
due to this ,size reduction. 

General scour depths have also been calculated using the whole 
channel flow, and the results for the estimated 100 year return 
period flood flows are given in Table 7 .  In this case the two 
formula give very different results, with the NZ Railways 
formula giving quite unrealistic scour depths in places, while 
the Maza & Echavarria results would suggest that there was no 
effective scour. Both formulae apply to well defined channels, 
and the shallow berm flows along the Hutt River give rise to 
inappropriate parameter values. In the case of the Maza & 
Echavarria formula the unit discharge parameter becomes 
inappropriate, while in the NZ Railways formula the adjustment 
for channel asymmetry has an extreme effect. 

The scour depths given by the two formula using the central 
channel flow are reasonably consistent and can be taken as an 
indication of likely scour depths. The net scour depth (or bed 
lowering) given by the Maza & Echavarria formula increases in a 
w~gressive manner with increasing flood flow. In the case of 
the NZ Railways formula, while the scour depths increase, the 
net scour is more variable and does not necessarily increase 
with greater flood flows. The scour depths given by the NZ 
Railways formula are, though, generally somewhat greater. 
Interestingly, if the medium size of the bed material is taken 
"A. - 



as 0.02 m, which is about the medium size of the berm material, 
and thus possibly of the original bed material (see River 
Characteristics and Sedimentation Study), then the scour depths 
given by the Maza & Echavarria formula are about the same as 
those of the NZ Railways formula. 

* 
Upstream of the river mouth a lowering of the bed due to 
general scour of around 1.5 to 3 m should be expected. The 
calculated scour depths should not be taken as applicable to a 
specific cross-section, instead the range of values should be 
used as an indication of likely scour, the variations being 
more due to the particularities of the hydraulic modelling than 
real differences in scour potential. 

4.2 Rock Works 

The size of rock required for rock linings or snub groynes has 
been determined using two empirically derived formulae, given 
in Appendix C. These formulae use an effective velocity as the 
main parameter and this velocity has been determined from the 
main channel mean velocity given by the hydraulic modelling, 
multiplied by a velocity factor to give an effective flow 
velocity against the rock work. The following factors are a 
general guide: 

1.25 for straight reaches 

1.5 for bends 

2.0 for groyne heads 

The resulting rock sizes using the flow velocities and depth of 
a 100 year return period flood flow as determined at a selected 
set of cross-sections is given in Tables 8 and 9. The sizes 
have been calculated for batter slopes of 1.5: 1 and 2: 1, and 
using a velocity factor of 1.5 for rock linings and 2.0 for 
groynes . 
The rock size is sensitive to the mean velocity value, and the 
velocities determined by the hydraulic modelling are unusually 
high. But the high velocities occur at many cross-sections and 
are not just isolated values. The Hutt River channel is now 
very different to its natural channel, and flood flows are 
contained within a much narrower and more entrenched channel. 
It may be, then, that higher than usual velocities can be 
generated within this channel. There appears to have been a 
sorting of the channel bed material, with an unusual downstream 
reduction in the size of the bed material. A response to 
higher velocities in terms of a downstream sorting of the 
channel bed material that leaves a more heavily armoured bed 
could be expected. Thus the possible changes in bed material 
and higher than usual calculated flow velocities are mutually 
supportive. 

The~~lculated flow velocities should, therefore, be used in 
sizing rock material, but average velocities along a reach 
should be used rather than the velocity calculated at a 
specific cross-section. In Table 10 the rock sizes are given 
for a 1.5 velocity factor using average reach velocities. 



The stability of the rock material depends on the degree of 
turbulence of the flood flow as well as its velocity, but this 
influence is not directly taken into account in the formulae. 
Thus the rock size taken for design purposes again depends on 
judgement, this time relating to the degree of turbulence 
implicit in the derivation of the formulae and the functioning P 

of rock works in practice. The difference between the 
equivalent spheric and cubic dimensions for a given weight as 
calculated by the California formula can be used as a 
turbulence factor. Large sized rocks tend to have an average 
dimension (the average of the overall rock width as measured in 
three directions) that is closer to the cubic dimension, and 
where the flow is not too turbulent the design rock size can be 
taken as the cubic dimension. Conversely where there is more 
turbulence the spheric dimension can be used, and this will 
give rise to a heavier rock than the calculated weight, thereby 
providing an additional weight margin for turbulence. 

Taking account of the results from both formulae, the medium 
size of rock for linings should then be as follows: 

Downstream of Ewen Bridge 0.40 0.35 GradingA 

Ewen to Kennedy-Good Bridge 0.65 0.55 Grading B 

Kennedy-Good to Moonshine Bridge 1.40 1.20 Grading C 

Moonshine to Totara Park Bridge 0.95 0.80 Grading B-C 

Totara Park to Mangaroa Confluence 1.50 1.30 Grading C 

The width of the lining should be 2 to 3 times the medium size 
dimension, depending on the degree of security required. Rock 
linings can be constructed with sufficient depth and bulk to 
cope with normal scour without much movement and hence topping 
up, or they can be constructed as lighter linings from the 
existing bed level and topped up as the rock settles, with 
additional follow on topping up. Either way the amount of rock 
tends to be about the same, just the proportion of initial rock 
to topping up being different. 

If the more capital intensive lining is constructed, then a toe 
with a thickness and width about the same as the lining 
thickness should be constructed at the bottom of the lining, 
with the lining extending down to about the depth of general 
scour. The top of the lining should generally be at around the 
normal bankfull height of the 2 year return period flood level. 
In the case of the Hutt River a toe that started at the normal 
bed level would extend to about the general scour depth for the 
thicknesses of linings that are required. Localised scour 
against the rock would extend scouring below the lining in 
places, and some topping up would still be required. But for a 
cost %fective lining some maintenance topping up should be 
carried out to provide extra rock where and when required. The 
design dimensions for this type of lining are shown on Figure 
4. 



snub rock groynes could be used in places along the Hutt River, 
but the narrowness of the present channel restricts their use. 
Heavier rock would also be required, and upstream of Kennedy- 
Good Bridge the design velocities result in exceptionally large 
rock sizes and massive thicknesses. 

4 . 3  Groynes 

Permeable groynes of timber or rail have been used along the 
Hutt River. Where they have been maintained along the lower 
reaches they have been quite effective, but the groynes from 
Pomare Bridge upstream have been severely damaged when under 
direct attack. The high river banks make the construction of 
effective groynes more difficult, and with the deep channels 
that can form beside the outer banks under the constrained 
channel conditions, severe scouring can take place around the 
groynes when this type of protection is undertaken along such 
banks. Localised scouring takes place around the groyne heads, 
and when a set of groynes are placed along a bank this 
localised scouring can interact with the general bed scour, and 
give rise to unusually deep scouring. 

To minimise the scouring around the groyne head, the groynes 
should be angled slightly downstream, but at a lesser angle 
than the existing groynes. The groyne spacing should be 
related to the curvature of the minor meander of the threshold 
of motion regime, or be about the same as the channel width. 
The later criterion is normally more conservative, and imposes 
a tighter control over the bank alignment. When the groynes 
are closer together there is more likelihood of a linking 
together of the local scour holds, and it is generally more 
cost effective to use fewer groynes of greater strength and/or 
stability. The existing groynes are mostly closer together, at 
spacings of about a half to a quarter of the channel width. 

Permeable groynes can be effectively sited upstream and 
downstream of a bend, rather than along the bend. The groynes 
are then sited where there is less bed scouring, and provide 
protection by guiding the channel form at the bend. The extent 
of any lateral erosion is then restricted because of the 
minimum curvature of the natural channel forms. If a gentler 
curvature must be maintained, then some additional groyne work 
can be constructed at the centre of the bend, and this may take 
the form of snub rock groynes. 

The cabled rail fences, while giving rise to a general 
strengthening, are easily damaged by head end scouring when the 
bank is under attack. Once they are exposed in the river 
channel they become a liability, as they generate turbulence 
and increase the flow pressures against the bank. Thus, they 
should either be removed when they are exposed, or the end of 
every third or fourth fence could be strengthened to form a 
groyne, with a lesser downstream angle. 

Pe-able groynes are generally more effective as river 
training works than as bank protection works. They can be used 
to deflect the river flow as part of the development of a 
different active channel alignment, and they can then be quite 
long structures. When they are short structures down high 
banks the prevention of outflanking from bank erosion can be 

,%. 



difficult, while at the other end they suffer from the deep 
scouring that can be generated. In the Hutt River there is 
little space for channel realignment, but permeable groynes 
could be used to resist downstream channel migration while 
relieving some of the flow pressure against the banks. 

? 

4.4 Vegetation Buffers 

The amount of bank erosion that takes place during a flood 
event can be markedly reduced by tree vegetation. Willows are 
especially effective because of their fibrous root mass, 
adaption to saturated water conditions and ability to sprout 
from layered material and cuttings. They grow very quickly and 
soon provide both a dense surface cover and root mass. Cut 
poles must, however, have their ends buried to summer 
groundwater levels for good establishment, and willow poles 
will not grow in dry gravels. 

To be effective willow vegetation should be established in 
bands along the channel edges. Then as erosion occurs the 
willows that remain beside the bank can be partly cut and 
layered down in a lopping and layering operation. This willow 
material will then sprout with new roots being put down, and in 
this way the eroded area can be progressively reclaimed. To be 
an effective buffer the willow band must be wide enough to 
contain the bank erosion that will normally occur during flood 
events, and leave some willows for reestablishment, and the 
natural channel meander widths can be used to size consistent 
vegetation buffer zones (see River Characteristics and 
Sedimentation Study). 

The willows bands established by the Hutt River Board were 
quite narrow, probably no more than 10 m wide, and they were 
often totally removed by bank erosion. Willows have 
continually been reestablished, however, and narrow bands of 
mature willows do exist along some reaches of the Hutt River, 
mainly in the Lower Valley. In recent years a programme of 
willow planting has been implemented, and there are now much 
wider bands of young willows, with bands of 30 m or more having 
been established in places. 

In general the larger the pole and the deeper it is buried the 
better the willow establishment. However, lighter stakes can 
be used, especially on channel beaches where water levels are 
close to the surface. More closely spaced poles produce a 
thicker initial vegetation, but this is obviously more 
expensive, and after a few years the resulting vegetation may 
not be very different. Where relatively deep and fast flows 
can occur over the planted area, a quickly achieved denseness 
can be useful in reducing flow velocities and providing a self- 
protection to the plantings. 

w 

k+~illows should be established along the edge of the channel to 
give as strong a vegetative edge as possible, and there needs 
to be sufficient willows to provide the source material for 
reestablishment of the buffer zone as erosion occurs. Other 
species can, however, be used, and poplars also grow quickly 
and establish from cut poles. Some alder species are well 

=.suited to alluvial gravels, and they can be established from 
cuttings. Alders have a deep root system which will penetrate 
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